THE FRANK G. BREWER - CIVIL AIR PATROL
MEMOR IAL AEROSPACE AWARD
The Brewer Awards are presented in commemoration of Frank G. Brewer, Sr., and his lifelong
interest in aviation, youth, and education. Recognition is given to individuals and organizations
having made outstanding contributions out of selfless devotion to the advancement of youth in
aerospace activities. Nominees should have had a strong connection to CAP during the time frame
noted for each category.
See nomination package guidance for each award category, below. Suggestion is to include as
much information as possible in a clear and concise manner. Good photos are really helpful, as
well! The person may be very deserving, but without a good nomination package, the person may
not be selected for recognition. So, take some time to get all info in an organized and interesting
manner.

NOMINATION PACKAGE MAY NOT EXCEED THIS NOMINATION FORM, PLUS
FOUR ATTACHED DOCUMENTATION SHEETS. Nomination packages exceeding
this length will not be considered.
Suggestions for additional pages:
1- An overview of all the things the person or organization has accomplished which fit into the time
frame for that particular category.
2- How the person or organization has improved the aerospace education programs of CAP.
3- Any news articles or photos showing the person or organization conducting CAP AE programs
or program support. (Ensure article copies are clear. Ensure photos are labeled to tell what is
happening.)
4- Save the form and all pages. Then combine all pages into one document to be submitted
upward to the next level for consideration.
CATEGORY I – CAP CADET: Nominee must have earned the Billy Mitchell Award and must be a current Civil Air
Patrol member. The nomination should include a strong justification that supports an outstanding aerospace achievement
or significant contribution to the aerospace field during the calendar year preceding the selection. Nominations must
adhere to calendar year requirement to be considered.

CATEGORY II – CAP SENIOR MEMBER: Nominee must have earned the Yeager Award and must be a current
Civil Air Patrol member. The nomination should include a strong justification that supports an outstanding aerospace
achievement or significant contribution to the aerospace field during the calendar year preceding the selection.
Nominations must adhere to calendar year requirement in order to be considered for the award.
CATEGORY III – INDIVIDUAL OR ORGANIZATION (NON CAP): Nominees may include educators, state
aviation officials, fixed base operators, state superintendents of public instruction, members of the armed forces,
members of Congress, or elementary or secondary schools, colleges and universities, airlines, aircraft industries, flying
schools, governmental agencies, associations or other individuals or organizations who have performed a noteworthy
aerospace achievement or made significant contributions to the aerospace field over a continuous period of up to ten
years. Nominee should have a strong involvement in CAP but not be a member.
CATEGORY IV – LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT: Nominees must be Civil Air Patrol members, who are also, educators,
state aviation officials, fixed base operators, state superintendents of public instruction, members of the armed forces,
members of Congress, or other individuals who have performed a noteworthy aerospace achievement or made significant
contributions to the aerospace field for a period of more than twenty years (with a strong involvement in CAP during
that time).
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THE FRANK G. BREWE R - CIVIL AIR PATROL
MEMOR IAL AEROSPACE AWARD
Nomination Form (to be attached to four additional pages of documentation)
The Brewer Awards are presented in commemoration of Frank G. Brewer, Sr., and his lifelong interest in aviation,
youth, and education. Recognition is given to individuals and organizations having made outstanding contributions, out
of selfless devotion, to the advancement of youth in aerospace activities.

Category I – CAP Cadet

Category II – CAP Senior Member

Category III – Individual or Organization (non CAP)

Category IV – Lifetime Achievement

NOMINEE / ORGANIZATION [Last Name, First Name, Initial]

Home Address (Street Number, City, State, Zip Code)

Best Telephone Numbers

E-mail Address

CAPID Number

Date Joined CAP

CAP Grade

Unit Charter Number

If current CAP member

Date Mitchell Award Earned
OR Date of Yeager Award

JUSTIFICATION STATEMENTS. Use this page on the nomination form to give one paragraph which is a broad overview of the nominee's
qualifications for this award. These overview statements can be used if the nominee is selected for the award.
Then use four additional pages of documentation to substantiate this justification. Elaborate on these statements; add other specific

information; include photos (with descriptions); and include any other information on the four additional pages that would provide
a clear and interesting reflection of this nominee's efforts to improve CAP Aerospace Education.

Nominated by
(Printed / Typed Name)

(Signature)

Nominator’s Relationship to the Nominee
Professional

Personal

Nominator’s Address
City/State

Address

ZIP Code

Phone/E-mail
Cell #

CAP FORM 50-1 Dec 20

Home #

PREVIOUS EDITIONS WILL NOT BE USED

E-Mail Address

OPR/ROUTING: AE

